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Abstract In this paper, a general kernelization framework for learning algorithms is proposed via a two-stage procedure, i.e., transforming data by Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA), and then directly performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data. It is worth noting that although a very few learning algorithms were also kernelized by this procedure before, why and under what condition this procedure is feasible have not been further studied. In this paper, we explicitly present this kernelization framework, and give a rigorous justification to reveal that under some mild conditions, the kernelization under this framework is equivalent to traditional kernel method. We show that these mild conditions are usually satisfied in most of learning algorithms. Therefore, most of learning algorithms can be kernelized under this framework without having to reformulate it into inner product form, which is a common yet vital step in traditional kernel methods. Enlightened by this framework, we also propose a novel kernel method based on the low-rank KPCA, which could be used to remove the noise in the feature space, speed up the kernel algorithm and improve the numerical stability for the kernel algorithm. Experiments are presented to verify the validity and effectiveness of the proposed methods. Key words: Kernel method; Learning algorithm; Kernel PCA; Two-stage framework.
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Introduction



Kernel methods [1–4] have attracted great interest in the past decades. The reason is largely because that kernel methods show better performance in most real-world applications in pattern recognition, computer vision, data minging, and so on. Many linear learning algorithms have been successfully kernelized [5–14], and most of which are implemented by making use of the kernel trick. In order to use the kernel trick, the output of the learning algorithm should be reformulated into inner product form, and then the nonlinear map from the original space to the high or even infinite dimensional feature space could be implicitly implemented by the kernel function. Kernel Principal Component Analysis(KPCA) [15], which is a kernel method for Principal Component Analysis(PCA) [16], is one of the earliest kernel methods with the kernel trick. Later, the kernelization extensions for many linear algorithms have been achieved along the same outline of KPCA for PCA. However, when the output of a learning algorithm is difficult to be reformulated into the inner product form, the kernel trick could not be directly used to kernelize the learning algorithm. In this paper, KPCA is viewed as a data transformation procedure. We propose a general kernelization framework for learning algorithms via this transformation procedure, i.e., transforming data by Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA), and then directly performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data. Although a very few learning algorithms were also kernelized by this procedure before [17–19], why and under what condition this procedure is feasible have not been further studied. In this paper, we explicitly present this kernelization framework, and give a rigorous justification to reveal that under some mild conditions, the kernelization under this framework is equivalent to traditional kernel method. We will see that these mild conditions are usually satisfied by most of the learning algorithms, such as a large family of subspace learning related algorithms, distance metric learning, clustering algorithm, etc. Therefore, Most of learning algorithms can be kernelized under this framework. Note that this framework introduces a KPCA procedure, so it need additional calculation to perform KPCA. However, as KPCA is a widely used algorithm in many applications, and once the KPCA procedure has been performed, we can directly perform many linear learning algorithms to implement the respective kernel algorithms simultaneously. Therefore, by virtue of this framework, we do not need the extra development of the kernel algorithms for these linear algorithms respectively, which is very convenient especially when we need to test a large number of linear algorithms and their kernel ones at the same time. This two-stage kernelization framework provides us with a new perspective on 2



the kernel method for a learning algorithm. Usually, one cannot discern the distribution and behavior of the data in the kernel space due to the implicit map. However, we can turn to see the distribution of the data after the KPCA transformation, since the behavior of the data in the kernel space is equivalent to the behavior of the data after the KPCA transformation. This framework also gives us a mechanism to implement the kernel method for a learning algorithm with more flexibility. Enlightened by this two-stage framework, we propose a new kernel method for learning algorithms based on the low-rank KPCA. In comparison with the full-rank KPCA based kernel method, the low-rank KPCA based kernel method has several advantages. For example, it could remove the noise in the feature space, speed up the kernel algorithm and improve the numerical stability for the kernel algorithm. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we revisit KPCA in details. In Section 3, we give the definition of the full-rank PCA and the full-rank KPCA, and then propose the general kernel method for learning algorithms based on the full-rank KPCA. In Section 4, we give some remarks on the general kernel method and propose a new kernel method for learning algorithms based on the low-rank KPCA. Some typical learning algorithm examples which satisfy the mild conditions are given in Section 5. In Section 6, we present the experiments to verify the validity of the general kernel method and the effectiveness of the proposed low-rank kernel method. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.
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Kernel PCA Revisited



Kernel PCA [15] is a nonlinear extension to PCA with the kernel trick. In order to use the kernel trick, the solution of PCA should be reformulated into inner product form first. Given the training data {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, xi ∈ Rd , we denote the mean of the P training data by x ¯ = n1 i xi , the training data matrix by X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] ¯ = [x1 − x and the centralized training data matrix by X ¯, x2 − x ¯, ..., xn − x ¯]. Define a centralization matrix by L = I − n1 11T , where I is an n × n identity matrix, and 1 ∈ Rn is a column vector in which all the elements are equal to one. It can be easily verified that ¯ = XL X



(1) 3



Therefore, the covariance matrix of the training data can be written as C=



1 XL(XL)T n



(2)



PCA extracts the principal components by calculating the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix C. Lemma 2.1 [20] Given two matrices A ∈ Rn×d and B ∈ Rd×n , then AB and BA have the same nonzero eigenvalues. For each non-zero eigenvalue, if the corresponding eigenvector of AB is v, then the corresponding eigenvector of BA is u = Bv. According to Lemma 2.1, the eigenvectors of C can be calculated from the eigenvectors of M = (XL)T XL = LXT XL. Denote the k-th largest eigenvalue of M by λk , and the corresponding eigenvector by v k , then the k-th largest eigenvalue of C is λk , and the corresponding eigenvector is uk = XLv k . ThereXLv k k ˜ k = ku fore the k-th principal direction calculated by PCA is u uk k = √v Tk Mv k . For any data x ∈ Rd , the k-th principal component is ˜ Tk (x − x ¯) = yk = u



¯) v Tk LXT (x − x q



v Tk Mv k



(3)



Instead of doing PCA in the input space, kernel PCA performs PCA in a mapped high-dimensional inner product space F . The map φ : Rd → F is nonlinear and is implicitly implemented via kernel function K(x, x′ ) = φ(x)T φ(x′ )



(4)



The kernel function, K : Rd ×Rd → R may be any positive kernel satisfying the Mercer’s condition [21,5]. For instance, the frequently used one is the radial basis function(RBF) kernel defined by kx − x′ k2 K(x, x ) = exp − σ2 ′



(



)



(5)



The mapped space F is also called feature space. For an algorithm that can be expressed in terms of inner product, the algorithm can be also performed in the feature space using the kernel trick. Fortunately, PCA is such an algorithm. From equation 3 we can see the output of PCA can be calculated solely by inner product. Therefore, in KPCA, for any data x ∈ Rd , the k-th principal 4



component is yk =



¯ v Tk Lφ(X)T (φ(x) − φ)



(6)



q



v Tk Kvk



where φ¯ = n1 i φ(xi ), φ(X) = [φ(x1 ), φ(x2 ), ..., φ(xn )], K = Lφ(X)T φ(X)L and v k is the k-th largest eigenvector of K. P
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Kernel Method for Learning Algorithms Based on Full-Rank KPCA



In this section, we propose a general kernel method for learning algorithms based on full-rank KPCA. First we give the definition of the full-rank PCA and the definition of the full-rank KPCA. Suppose the training data for a learning algorithm are {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, xi ∈ Rd . We denote the training data matrix by X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] ∈ Rd×n , the P ¯ = n1 i xi , and the centralized inner product mean of the training data by x matrix by M = LXT XL. Corresponding, in the feature space, we denote the training data matrix by φ(X) = [φ(x1 ), φ(x2 ), ..., φ(xn )], the mean of P the training data by φ¯ = n1 i φ(xi ), and the centralized kernel matrix by K = Lφ(X)T φ(X)L. Definition 3.1 (full-rank PCA) For the training data matrix X, suppose the rank of the centralized inner product matrix M is r. If we extract the first r principal components of PCA, we say we have performed the full-rank PCA. Suppose the eigen-decomposition of matrix M is "



#



Λ0 M = [α, β] [α, β]T 0 0



(7)



where Λ is the diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements being the non-zero eigenvalues of M, the columns of α is the corresponding unit eigenvectors of the non-zero eigenvalues, and the columns of β is the corresponding unit eigenvectors of the zero eigenvalues. We call M = αΛαT is the full-rank eigen-decomposition of matrix M. It can be derived that the projection matrix of the full-rank PCA is 1



W = XLαΛ− 2



(8) 5



For any data point x ∈ Rd , the output data point of x after performing the full-rank PCA is 1



¯ ) = Λ− 2 αT LXT (x − x ¯) y = WT (x − x



(9)



Note that y ∈ Rr , the full-rank PCA can be seen as a data transformation procedure, in which the data are transformed from d dimension to r dimension as follows: full-rank PCA :



Rd → Rr x 7→ y



(10)



Definition 3.2 (full-rank KPCA) For the training data matrix X, suppose the rank of the centralized kernel matrix K is r. If we extract the first r principal components of KPCA, we say we have performed the full-rank KPCA. Suppose the full-rank eigen-decomposition of matrix K is K = αΛαT , then the projection matrix of the full-rank KPCA is 1



Wφ = φ(X)LαΛ− 2



(11)



For any data point x ∈ Rd , the output data point of x after performing the full-rank KPCA is 1



¯ ¯ = Λ− 2 αT Lφ(X)T (φ(x) − φ) y = WφT (φ(x) − φ)



(12)



Note that y ∈ Rr , the full-rank KPCA can be seen as a data transformation procedure, in which the data are transformed from d dimension to r dimension as follows: full-rank KPCA :



Rd → Rr x 7→ y



(13)



Suppose the transformed data of the training data xi (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}) by the full-rank KPCA is y i , and for any data point x ∈ Rd ( could be training data or test data), the transformed data by the full-rank KPCA is y. Subsequently, we reveal that under some mild conditions, the kernel method of a learning algorithm can be implemented by directly performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the full-rank KPCA. Theorem 3.1 The kernel method of a learning algorithm can be implemented by performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the full-rank 6



KPCA, if the learning algorithm satisfies the following two conditions simultaneously: 1. the output result of the learning algorithm can be calculated solely in terms of xT xi (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}), where xi is the training data, and x is a new coming test data point. 2. translating the input data with an arbitrary constant does not change the output result of the learning algorithm.



The proof is given in Appendix A. The conditions in Theorem 3.1 are usually satisfied by most of learning algorithms. In fact, most of the current kernel methods for learning algorithms are implemented by deriving the learning algorithm in terms of inner product, and then using the kernel trick to kernelize it. Theorem 3.1 gives us a new and general way to kernelize a learning algorithm, i.e., directly performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the full-rank KPCA. According to the conditions in Theorem 3.1, it requires that the output of a learning algorithm should be reformulated into inner product form. However, from the following theorem we will see, the two-stage kernel method is still feasible without this requirement. Theorem 3.2 The kernel method of a learning algorithm can be implemented by performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the full-rank KPCA, if performing the learning algorithm with original data is equivalent to performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the full-rank PCA. Proof. If performing a learning algorithm with original data is equivalent to performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the fullrank PCA, we can conclude that in the feature space, performing the learning algorithm with original data is also equivalent to performing the learning algorithm with data transformed by the full-rank PCA. Note that performing a learning algorithm in the feature space is exactly the kernel method of the learning algorithm, and performing the full-rank PCA is exactly the full-rank KPCA. Therefore, performing the kernel method of the learning algorithm with original data is equivalent to performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the full-rank KPCA. Thus the kernel method of the learning algorithm can be implemented by performing the algorithm with the transformed data by the full-rank KPCA. We give an illustration to illuminate it in Figure 1. 2 According to Theorem 3.2, we can implement the kernel method for a learning algorithm without having to reformulate the learning algorithm into inner product form. The “inner product” condition can be avoided as the inner prod7
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Fig. 1. LA denotes a learning algorithm, which is encapsulated into a black-box, with only the input ( training data xi (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}) and test data x ) and the output. The figure illustrates that if performing a learning algorithm with original data is equivalent to performing the learning algorithm with data transformed by PCA ( see the first row in the figure ), it can be derived that performing kernel LA is equivalent to performing a two-stage procedure, i.e. KPCA+LA (see the third row in the figure, note that the right figure in the third row is a rearrangement of the right figure in the second row, so they are equivalent, and the former exactly means KPCA+LA).



uct has been encoded in the stage of KPCA. We can see that the conditions in Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 are usually satisfied by most of learning algorithms, we will give some typical algorithm examples in Section 5.
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Remarks



From the previous section we know that under some mild conditions, the kernel method for a learning algorithm can be implemented by a two-stage procedure, i.e., performing full-rank KPCA and then directly performing the learning algorithm with the output data of the full-rank KPCA. This two-stage kernel method can be viewed as a unified and general framework, and can provide us with a new perspective on the kernel method for a learning algorithm. The framework also gives us a more flexible mechanism to implement the kernel method for a learning algorithm by virtue of introducing the KPCA stage separately. Besides the full-rank KPCA, different KPCA implementation will produce different kernel method for learning algorithms. For example, the 8



robust implementation of KPCA or the sparse implementation of KPCA. Here we introduce another simple implementation of KPCA. It is well known that PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique, and is often effectively used to eliminate noise for data, especially for high-dimensional data. On the other hand, for a kernel method, it would be beneficial to remove noise in the feature space [22]. Therefore, based on the above motivations, we propose a kernel method for a learning algorithm that performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the low-rank KPCA instead of by the full-rank KPCA. First, we give the definition of the low-rank KPCA. Definition 4.1 (low-rank KPCA) For the training data matrix X, suppose the rank of the centralized kernel matrix K is r. If we extract the first m principal components of KPCA, and m < r, we say we have performed the low-rank KPCA. . ˜ T Suppose the low-rank eigen-decomposition of matrix K is K = α ˜ Λα ˜ , where ˜ Λ is the diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements being the m largest nonzero eigenvalues of K, m < r, the columns of α ˜ is the corresponding m unit eigenvectors. Similarly to the full-rank KPCA, the projection matrix of low-rank KPCA is ˜ − 21 . For any data x ∈ Rd , the output data point of x after Wφ = φ(X)Lα ˜Λ performing low-rank KPCA is ¯ =Λ ˜ − 21 α ¯ y = WφT (φ(x) − φ) ˜ T Lφ(X)T (φ(x) − φ)



(14)



Note that y ∈ Rm , the low-rank KPCA can also be seen as a data transformation procedure, in which the data are transformed from d dimension to m dimension as follows: low-rank KPCA : Rd → Rm x 7→ y



(15)



Therefore, the kernel method for a learning algorithm can be implemented by performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the low-rank KPCA. In comparison with the full-rank KPCA based kernel method, the low-rank KPCA based kernel method has at least the following advantages: 1. The noise in the feature space is removed, which might improve the performance for the algorithm. 9



2. The dimension of the transformed data by the low-rank KPCA is lower, which can speed up the algorithm. In fact, the low-rank KPCA used here intrinsically implements a low-rank representation for kernel matrix, which has been widely applied in kernel methods for the large-scale problems [23,24]. 3. Kernel method implicitly map the data into very high and even infinite dimensional space, which will bring on the ill-posed problem for some algorithms. Traditional method to solve this problem is the Tikhonov regularization [25]. While in the low-rank KPCA based kernel method, since the dimension by the low-rank KPCA is reduced, the ill-posed problem would be avoided naturally.
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Some Examples



In this section, we list some popular learning algorithms which satisfy the conditions in Theorems 3.1-3.2, and thus the two-stage kernel method proposed in this paper can be used to kernelize these learning algorithms. 5.1 Linear SVM and Ridge Regression Linear SVM [5,26] seeks a direction w ∈ Rd such that a well defined margin is maximized when the training data are projected onto this direction. The goal of linear SVM indicates that the condition in Theorems 3.2 is satisfied. We will see that linear SVM also satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.1. For the training data {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, xi ∈ Rd , linear SVM is to solve the following optimization problem: w ∗ = arg min J (w, ξ)



(16)



where n X 1 J (w, ξ) = wT w + C ξi 2 i=1



!



(17)



C is a regularization parameter, ξi is called the hinge loss and defined by ξi = [1 − yi (wT xi + b)]+ , in which [z]+ = max(z, 0) and yi ∈ {−1, +1} is the class label of xi . The dual problem of problem (16) can be written as: α∗ = arg Pn



i=1



max



yi αi =0, 0≤αi ≤C



J (α) 10



(18)



where J (α) =



n X i=1



αi −



n 1 X αi αj yi yj xTi xj 2 i,j=1



(19)



So the optimization problem can be reformulated into inner product form. For any data x ∈ Rd , the output of linear SVM is f (x) = sgn



n X



!



αi yi xTi x



i=1



(20)



where sgn(·) is the sign function. Therefore, the output result of linear SVM can be calculated solely in terms of inner products between training data points or between a training data point and a test data point. It can be verified that translating the training data and test data with the same constant does not change the result in equation 20. Therefore, linear SVM satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1. Ridge regression [27] is a method coming from classical statistics. It implements a Tikhonov regularized form [25] of least-squares regression. Given the observed data pairs {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2), ..., (xn , yn )}, xi ∈ Rd , ridge regression is to solve the following optimization problem: w ∗ = arg min J (w, ξ)



(21)



where n X 1 ξi 2 J (w, ξ) = wT w + C 2 i=1



!



(22)



C is a regularization parameter, ξi = yi − (w T xi + b). It can be seen that the optimization problem (21) in ridge regression is very similar to the optimization problem (16) in SVM. Denote X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ], x ¯ = n1 i xi , y = [y1 , y2 , ..., yn ]T and y¯ = n1 i yi . Setting the derivatives of J (w, ξ) in equation 21 with respect to w and b to zero, we have P



P



¯ T w∗ b∗ = y¯ − x



(23) 11



and w ∗ = (XLXT +



1 Id )−1 XLy 2C



(24)



where Id denotes an d × d identity matrix. It can be easily verified that 1 1 (XLXT + 2C Id )−1 XL = XL(LXT XL + 2C In )−1 , so equation 24 can be rewritten as w ∗ = XL(LXT XL +



1 In )−1 y 2C



(25)



Substituting equation 25 into equation 23, we have ¯ T XL(LXT XL + b∗ = y¯ − x



1 In )−1 y 2C



(26)



Therefore, the regression value for any data x ∈ Rd is ¯ )T XL(LXT XL + y = xT w ∗ + b∗ = (x − x



1 In )−1 y + y¯ 2C



(27)



From the above analysis we can see that, the output result of ridge regression can be calculated solely in terms of inner products between training data points or between a training data point and a test data point. It can be verified that translating all the data with the same constant does not change the result in equation 27. Therefore, ridge regression satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1.



5.2 LDA and LDA Variants LDA [28,29] seeks m directions W ∈ Rd×m such that the between-class scatter is maximized and the within-class scatter minimized simultaneously when the training data {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, xi ∈ Rd are projected onto this set of directions. Many variants of LDA have been proposed in decades, such as Null space LDA [30], Direct LDA [31], Maximum Margin Criterion(MMC) [32,33], etc., and many of its 2D or tensor extensions [34–36]. Recently, the kernelization for LDA and for most of its variants have been proposed [6,18,37–40]. The goal of LDA and its variants indicates that the condition in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. In fact, in order to speedup the algorithm, a preprocessing procedure with PCA should be performed to remove the null space of the 12



total scatter matrix St . We will see that LDA and its variants also satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.1. In summary, after defining a between-class scatter matrix Sb and a within-class matrix Sw , there are three kinds of criterion which are commonly used in LDA and its variants, including the determinant ratio(or ratio trace) criterion 1 J1 (W) =



T W Sb W 



|WT Sw W|











J1 (W) = tr (WT Sw W)−1(WT Sb W) (28)



or



the trace ratio criterion J2 (W) =



tr(WT Sb W) tr(WT Sw W)



(29)



and the trace difference criterion J3 (W) = tr(WT (Sb − Sw )W)



(30)



The corresponding optimization problems are as follows: W∗ = arg max J1 (W) d×m



(31)



W∈R



W∗ = arg W∗ = arg



max



J2 (W)



(32)



max



J3 (W)



(33)



W∈Rd×m ,WT W=I



W∈Rd×m ,WT W=I



The solution W∗ to the optimization problem (31) is the m largest eigenvectors ∗ of S−1 w Sb , the solution W to the optimization problem (32) is the m largest eigenvectors of Sb − λSw , where λ = J2 (W∗ ) is automatically determined by the optimization problem [41–43], the solution W∗ to the optimization problem (33) is the m largest eigenvectors of Sb − Sw . Denote X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] and x ¯ = n1 i xi . Note that the solution W∗ lies in the subspace spanned by the centralized training data {x1 − x ¯ , x2 − x ¯, ..., xn − x ¯}, so we have P



W = XLα



(34)



1



When using this criterion, Sw is needed to be nonsingular. However, in the kernel feature, Sw is usually singular. Traditional solution to solve this problem is to use the Tikhonov regularization, i.e., add a multiple of the identity matrix λI to Sw .
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where α ∈ Rn×m . From the graph view [44], we know Sb = XLb XT and Sw = XLw XT , where Lb and Lw are Laplacian matrices. Then, we have WT Sb W = αT LXT XLb XT XLα



(35)



WT Sw W = αT LXT XLw XT XLα



(36)



WT W = αT LXT XLα



(37)



Therefore, the above optimization problems with respect to α can be formulated into inner product form. For any data x ∈ Rd , the output of LDA and its variants is y = WT x = αT LXT x. Therefore, the output of LDA and its variants can be calculated solely in terms of inner products between training data points or between a training data point and a test data point. Note that when the data is translated with an arbitrary constant vector, the matrices Sb and Sw are unchanged, and then the solution W∗ to the above optimization problems is unchanged. Therefore, LDA and its variants satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.1. 5.3 CCA and PLS Canonical Correlation Analysis(CCA) [45] is a technique as early as LDA, while Partial Least Squares(PLS) [46] originated from the domains of Econometrics, and attracted a great amount of attention in Chemometrics [47]. Both of CCA and PLS model the relation between two sets of variables x ∈ Rdx and y ∈ Rdy . CCA seeks wx and w y such that the correlation between the projections x = w Tx x and y = wTx y is maximized, while PLS seeks wx and w y such that the covariance between the projections x = w Tx x and y = wTx y is maximized. Given two datasets {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, xi ∈ Rdx and {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n }, y i ∈ Rdy , denote X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] ∈ Rdx ×n and Y = [y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n ] ∈ Rdy ×n , denote the centralized inner product matrices Mx = LXT XL and My = LY T YL. CCA is to solve the following optimization problem {w ∗x , w ∗y } = arg max ρ(w x , wy )



2



: (38)



2



When the data dimensionality is larger than the data number, which is an obvious case in the kernel feature, it will become ill-posed for CCA. Traditional solution to solve this problem is to use the Tikhonov regularization, i.e., add a multiple of the identity matrix λI to XLXT and YLY T .
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where w Tx XLYT wy ρ(w x , wy ) = q wTx XLXT w x wTy YLYT w y



(39)



The solution w ∗x to the optimization problem (38) is the largest eigenvector of (XLXT )−1 XLYT (YLYT )−1 YLXT and w ∗y = (YLYT )−1 YLXT w ∗x . Note that the solution w∗x lies in the subspace spanned by {x1 − x ¯, x2 − x ¯, ..., xn − x ¯} and the solution w ∗y lies in the subspace spanned by {y 1 − y, ¯ y 2 − y, ¯ ..., y n − y}, ¯ so we have w x = XLα, wy = YLβ



(40)



where α, β ∈ Rn are column vectors. Then the equation 39 is rewritten as αT Mx My β ρ(w x , wy ) = ρ(α, β) = q αT M2x αβ T M2y β



(41)



Therefore, the above optimization problems with respect to α and β can be reformulated in terms of inner products between data pairs in X and between data pairs in Y. Obviously, either or both of x ∈ Rdx and y ∈ Rdy could be kernelized using the kernel trick. For any data pair x ∈ Rdx and y ∈ Rdy , the output of CCA is x = w Tx x = αT LXT x and y = w Ty y = β T LY T y. Therefore, the output of CCA can be calculated solely in terms of inner products between training data points or between a training data point and a test data point. Note that when the data is translated with an arbitrary constant vector, the matrices Mx and My are unchanged, and thus the solutions w∗x and w ∗y are unchanged. Therefore, CCA satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1. Similar to that of CCA, PLS is to solve the following optimization problem: {w ∗x , w ∗y } = arg max ρ(w x , wy )



(42)



where wT XLYT w y ρ(w x , wy ) = q x wTx w x wTy w y



(43)



The solution w ∗x to the optimization problem (42) is the largest eigenvector of XLYT YLXT , and w ∗y = YLXT w ∗x . 15



According to Lemma 2.1, the eigenvectors of XLYT YLXT can be calculated from the eigenvectors of My Mx . Suppose the largest eigenvector of My Mx is α, then w∗x = XLα and w ∗y = YLXT w ∗x = YMx α. Therefore, either or both of x ∈ Rdx and y ∈ Rdy could be kernelized using the kernel trick. For any data pair x ∈ Rdx and y ∈ Rdy , the output of PLS is x = wTx x = αT LXT x and y = wTy y = αT Mx Y T y. Therefore, the output of PLS can be calculated solely in terms of inner products between training data points or between a training data point and a test data point. Similarly to CCA, when the data is translated with an arbitrary constant vector, the matrices Mx and My are unchanged, and then the solutions w ∗x and w ∗y are unchanged. Therefore, PLS satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1. One of the frequently used PLS approaches is the PLS regression [47,9], it can also be easily verified that PLS regression satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1.



5.4 Others The conditions in Theorems 3.1-3.2 are usually satisfied by most of learning algorithms. Besides the algorithms listed above, many other learning algorithms also satisfy these conditions, such as distance metric learning [48], clustering algorithm, K-nearest neighbor classifier(KNN), etc. Note that in KNN with the Euclidean distance metric, the calculating of the distance between a test data x and a training data xi includs an inner product between the test data and itself(xT x), which does not satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.1. However, we have min kx − xi k2 = min (xT x + xTi xi − 2xT xi ) = min (xTi xi − 2xT xi ), the i i i inner product between the test data and itself can be eliminated. Therefore, the output result of KNN still satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1.
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Experiments



In this section, we numerically verify the validity and effectiveness of the proposed kernel method. Two sets of datasets are used in the experiments, the first one is taken from the UCI Machine Learning Repository( [49]), and the second one is taken from the real-world image databases, including two face image databases AT&T( [50]) and UMIST( [51]), one object image database COIL-20( [52]), and one digit image database USPS 3 . A brief description of these datasets can be seen in Table 1. 3



Available at http://www.kernel-machines.org/data
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Table 1 A brief description of the UCI and image Datasets in the experiments, including class number, training number, test number and data dimension



class



total num.



training num.



test num.



dimension



iris



3



150



90



60



4



balance



3



625



90



535



4



wine



3



178



90



88



13



vehicle



4



846



120



726



18



ionosphere



2



351



60



291



34



heart



2



270



60



210



13



breast



2



699



60



639



10



waveform-21



3



2746



90



2656



21



chess



2



3196



60



3136



36



diabetes



2



768



60



708



8



cars



3



392



90



302



8



german



2



1000



60



940



20



monk1



2



432



60



372



6



pima



2



768



60



708



8



crx



2



690



60



630



15



australian



2



690



60



630



14



AT&T



40



400



200



200



644



UMIST



20



575



160



415



644



COIL-20



20



1440



160



1280



1024



USPS



10



9298



200



9098



256



In each experiment, we randomly select several samples for training and the remaining samples for test. The average results and standard deviations are reported over 50 random splits. Two algorithms are used in the experiments: SVM and Trace-Ratio based Discriminant Analysis(denotes by TRDA, see equation 29 and 32). Three 17



Table 2 The experimental results in each dataset. The values are the mean accuracy rate(%) over 50 random splits. For TK, the values in the parentheses are the standard deviation, for FGK, the first values in the parentheses are the standard deviation and the second values are the mean full-rank r of the centralized kernel matrix K, for LGK, the first values in the parentheses are the standard deviation and the second values are the low-rank m (m < r) . SVM



TRDA



TK



FGK



LGK



TK



FGK



LGK



iris



95.9(2.1)



95.9(2.1,34)



96.2(1.9,6)



91.0(3.6)



91.0(3.6,34)



96.6(1.8,16)



balance



89.1(2.6)



89.1(2.6,34)



90.1(3.1,10)



85.2(2.5)



85.2(2.5,34)



86.1(2.8,23)



wine



96.2(1.6)



96.2(1.6,89)



96.6(1.6,30)



95.1(2.2)



95.1(2.2,89)



96.9(2.1,15)



vehicle



73.3(2.0)



73.3(2.0,119)



73.5(2.0,91)



71.5(2.2)



71.5(2.2,119)



73.9(2.3,81)



ionosphere



87.2(2.2)



87.2(2.2,58.9)



87.5(2.2,43)



84.5(3.4)



84.5(3.4,58.9)



87.9(2.7,28)



heart



81.8(1.8)



81.8(1.8,59)



82.5(1.7,6)



75.2(3.0)



75.2(3.0,59)



77.5(3.0,42)



breast



96.1(0.8)



96.1(0.8,58.7)



96.5(0.6,3)



90.1(2.8)



90.1(2.8,58.7)



95.9(0.8,12)



waveform-21



81.9(1.5)



81.9(1.5,89)



84.1(1.1,3)



77.8(2.0)



77.8(2.0,89)



79.1(2.1,58)



chess



79.9(3.7)



79.9(3.7,59)



80.2(3.7,57)



79.5(2.8)



79.5(2.8,59)



79.5(2.8,59)



diabetes



74.1(1.7)



74.1(1.7,59)



74.5(1.7,34)



65.5(2.9)



65.5(2.9,59)



69.1(2.5,39)



cars



84.2(3.1)



84.2(3.1,89)



84.3(3.1,43)



72.5(5.4)



72.5(5.4,89)



84.6(2.1,53)



german



69.9(7.5)



69.9(7.5,59)



70.1(7.4,28)



62.1(3.7)



62.1(3.7,59)



62.5(3.5,57)



monk1



72.7(3.9)



72.7(3.9,59)



72.9(3.8,35)



69.9(4.1)



69.9(4.1,59)



72.5(3.9,50)



pima



74.3(1.8)



74.3(1.8,59)



74.5(1.8,26)



65.5(3.2)



65.5(3.2,59)



69.2(2.3,37)



crx



84.2(1.8)



84.2(1.8,59)



84.2(1.8,39)



80.9(2.9)



80.9(2.9,59)



81.6(2.5,45)



australian



85.5(1.0)



85.5(1.0,59)



85.9(0.9,8)



81.2(3.1)



81.2(3.1,59)



82.3(2.5,49)



AT&T



95.1(1.6)



95.1(1.6,199)



95.5(1.6,62)



95.4(1.5)



95.4(1.5,199)



96.2(1.5,129)



UMIST



94.0(2.0)



94.0(2.0,158.5)



94.2(1.9,72)



96.1(1.5)



96.1(1.5,158.5)



96.5(1.6,145)



COIL-20



89.2(1.6)



89.2(1.6,159)



90.3(1.5,29)



89.5(1.8)



89.5(1.8,159)



89.5(1.8,159)



USPS



85.1(1.3)



85.1(1.3,199)



85.2(1.3,192)



85.4(1.3)



85.4(1.3,199)



86.6(1.4,109)



kinds of kernel method for these two algorithms are implemented, including traditional kernel method(denotes by TK), full-rank KPCA based general kernel method(denotes by FGK) and low-rank KPCA based general kernel method(denotes by LGK). We use a polynomial kernel function defined by K(x, x′ ) = (xT x′ + 1)3



(44)



In SVM, the regularization parameter C (see equation 17) is searched from: C ∈ {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}. In TRDA, the reduced dimensionality( the value m in Section 5.2) is simply set to 10 for UCI datasets and 50 for image datasets, and the 1-nearest neighbor classifier is used to classify data. 18



The experimental results on these datasets are summarized in Table 2. From the results we can see that the traditional kernel method and the general kernel method based on the full-rank KPCA produce exactly the same results, which confirms the theoretical analysis in the previous sections. We also observed that the general kernel method based on the low-rank KPCA could further improve the performance for most of the datasets, even when the dimension transformed by the low-rank KPCA is significantly reduced. The experimental results verify that it is effective to remove noise in the kernel space. For the UCI datasets, the results of SVM outperforms those of TRDA, while for the image datasets, the results of TRDA outperforms those of SVM. The results indicate that the large margin analysis maybe more suitable than the discriminant analysis for the low-dimensional data, while for the high-dimensional data, the discriminant analysis is preferred.
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Conclusions



In this paper, we propose a general kernel method for learning algorithms. We reveal that a kernel method for a learning algorithm can be implemented by directly performing the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the full-rank KPCA under some mild conditions, which are usually satisfied by most of learning algorithms. This general kernelization framework provides us with a new perspective on the kernel method and gives us a mechanism to implement a kernel method with more flexibility. Enlightened by this framework, we propose another kernel method for a learning algorithm based on the low-rank KPCA, which could remove the noise in the feature space, speed up the kernel algorithm and improve the numerical stability for the kernel algorithm. Experiments are presented to verify the validity and effectiveness of the proposed kernel method.
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A



Proof of Theorem 3.1



First, we give two lemmas before the proof. 19



Lemma A.1 Suppose matrix A ∈ Rd×m and the full-rank eigen-decomposition of AT A is AT A = αΛαT . Then we have AααT = A. Proof. Let the columns of β be the corresponding eigenvectors of the zero eigenvalues of AT A, then "



#



Λ0 A A = [α, β] [α, β]T 0 0 T



"



#



Λ0 ⇒ A Aβ = [α, β] [α, β]T β = 0 0 0 T



⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒



(Aβ)T Aβ = 0 Aβ = 0 Aββ T = 0 A(I − ααT ) = 0 AααT = A



The last but one is true according to the fact that [α, β][α, β]T = I.



2



Lemma A.2 After performing the full-rank KPCA, we have ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, ¯ T (φ(xi ) − φ). ¯ y T y i = (φ(x) − φ) Proof. Denote Y = [y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n ], according to equation 12, we know that 1 1 Y = Λ− 2 αT Lφ(X)T φ(X)L = Λ− 2 αT K, then ¯ T φ(X)LαΛ− 12 Λ− 12 αT K y T Y = (φ(x) − φ) ¯ T φ(X)LαΛ−1 αT αΛαT = (φ(x) − φ) ¯ T φ(X)LααT = (φ(x) − φ) ¯ T φ(X)L = (φ(x) − φ) The fourth equality is true according to Lemma A.1. Therefore, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, ¯ T (φ(xi ) − φ). ¯ we have y T y i = (φ(x) − φ) 2 Proof of Theorem 3.1. According to the first condition, we know that the output result of the learning algorithm with the transformed data by the fullrank KPCA can be calculated in terms of y T y i (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}). According ¯ T (φ(xi ) − φ), ¯ thus the output result can to Lemma A.2, y T y i = (φ(x) − φ) ¯ T (φ(xi ) − φ). ¯ According to the second be calculated in terms of (φ(x) − φ) condition, the output result thus can be calculated in terms of φ(x)T φ(xi ). On the other hand, according to the first condition again, we know that the output result of the learning algorithm in the feature space can be calculated in terms of φ(x)T φ(xi ). Therefore, the output result of the learning algorithm 20



with the transformed data by the full-rank KPCA is equal to the output result of the kernel method of the learning algorithm. 2
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